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The evolution of Blogtrotters

10 bloggers are
invited to Athens:
What’s the Story?
workshop and a 3day itinerary
showcasing ‘An
Ancient City with a
Modern Soul’.
#blogtrottersGR
hashtag is launched
and the emphasis
on storytelling and
concept-driven
engagement.

Blogtrotters goes
45 bloggers from 13
nationwide, yearcountries are taken round, as 57 bloggers
on a conceptual
visit more than 50
journey through
destinations around
Thessaloniki and
Greece. With
Halkidiki. Through a
emphasis on
workshop and
absolute quality,
tailored itinerary,
social media
more than 11
impressions alone
million social media top 145 million. In
impressions are
total, 80 blog posts
produced in 4 days.
and 19 vlogs are
produced.

Travel
in Balance

The platform is
dedicated to the
enhancement and
promotion of
sustainable tourism
practices. More than
50 bloggers
presented more than
70 practices of
sustainable tourism
development.

2018

Great
impressions

2017

The
initiative is
established

2016

A concept is
born

2015

2014

Travel in Balance

Bite-sized
Greece

More than 50 digital
influencers visited
Greek destinations
with a target to
discover the
destinations through
their local products,
but also the products
through the
destinations….

In a series of tailor-made digital influencer visits, we explored how local produce and flavours have come to identify with a
destination – and how destinations have come to identify with the food they produce. Our community of travel bloggers,
Instagrammers and vloggers spent the year nibbling and sipping their way around the country, telling tales of how the food
Greeks prepare comes from the heart and soul, and not just the land on which it is produced.

The bite-by-bite exploration of Greece took Blogtrotters 2018 to 33 different destinations, producing 154 blog posts, 12
vlogs and more than 5,000 social media posts.

ATHENS FOR FOODIES- GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP

TASTE
OFGROUP
ATHENSTRIP
– GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
SPANISH
– BLOGTROTTERS
2018VISIT
Digital influencers tap into Athenian culinary culture
Four prominent food bloggers from Germany,
France and Poland visited Athens in order to
discover the city’s rich culinary history, but also
the exciting food scene that Athens has developed
over the past years.
Through a tailored itinerary, the bloggers visited
bustling markets, new age kafenia and
sophisticated restaurants, while they were also
introduced to the ever-popular Athenian street
food.
During their stay, the bloggers shared their
culinary explorations with their followers on their
social media, posting mouth-watering images of
delicious dishes.

TASTE
OF ATHENS
– GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT
KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN GROUP
MEDIA VISIT
Distinguished Polish food blogger explores autumn Athens

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 350,000
• Facebook: 41,003
• Instagram: 11,200
Polish food travel blogger, Edyta
Kusińska, who also posted heavily on
social media during her visit to Athens,
published two stories featuring Athens as
ideal city break destination with rich
gastronomy, highlighting the modern
and classic side of the Greek capital,
through extended and practical travel list
and culinary guide.

Read the blog post

Read the blog post

“Athens is an unusual city. It is not such an obvious European capital as Paris, London or Stockholm. Here, little is so
sleek and elegant, but has a great atmosphere, which took us and stole our hearts.”

KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN GROUP
MEDIA VISIT
TASTE
OF ATHENS
– GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT
German food blogger explores 24hr culinary Athens

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 99,960
German food blogger Mirja Glatz published
an extensive blogpost detailing a 24-hour
culinary itinerary for Athens. The blogger’s
food guide focuses on the gastronomy
treasures a visitor should experience in the
city and proposes not-to-be-missed walks
and cultural sightseeing.

Read the blog post

“We did sightseeing according to the salami principle. Every day a little bit! And from what I experienced, I have
assembled a "24 hours in Athens” for you.”

KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN GROUP
MEDIA VISIT
TASTE
OF ATHENS
– GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT
German food bloggers fall in love with Athenian tastes

COVERAGE (Total)
• Instagram: 16,742
• Facebook: 20,933

Ahead of their blog posts German food bloggers, Mirja and Jens Glatz posted heavily on their social
media accounts, depicting Athens as an ideal city break destination, with rich culinary history and
countless local gastronomy options even for vegans.

KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN GROUP
MEDIA VISIT
TASTE
OF ATHENS
– GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT
French food blogger features the yummy side of Athens

COVERAGE
• Facebook:103,883
• Instagram:19,183

“A delicious plate of Greek charcuterie
with stuffed vine leaves ...”

Famous French food blogger and cook book writer, Bernard Laurance, shared his foodie adventures
from his trip to Athens with his followers on social media ahead of his blog post, featuring delicious
gastronomy options provided to its visitors.

CHANIA OFF SEASON- GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE –VISIT
GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
Bloggers reveal the secrets of Cretan wellbeing

Following the Taste of Athens festival, Blogtrotters hosted another group trip, to Chania, with five
prominent travel bloggers from UK, Germany and Poland. The bloggers not only experienced Cretan
gastronomy but also enjoyed micro-adventures such as a jeep safari, highlighting the beauty and
authenticity of off-season Chania. Ahead of their blog posts, the digital influencers shared their experiences
on their social media accounts.

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE –VISIT
GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
UK/US travel blogger praises autumnal Chania

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 155,470
• Twitter: 38,000
• Instagram: 25,600

Read the blog post 1
Read the blog post 2
Prominent UK/US travel blogger, Chrysoula Manika, published two
extensive blog posts, one focusing on the reasons why autumn is the ideal
period to visit Chania and live authentic experiences, and one regarding
the cultural sites, adventures, top beaches and culinary treasures the
region has to offer. Her blog posts were published in both English and
French while she also shared her experiences on her social media.
“Easily one of the most beautiful towns in all of Greece, Chania is a mix of Cretan, Venetian, and Ottoman influences. It is
composed of maze-like, cobbled lanes and the narrow alleys are sprinkled with beautiful Venetian buildings, elaborate
churches, shops filled with traditional Greek products and delicious tavernas serving up the epitome of Greek
gastronomy."

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE –VISIT
GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
Polish travel blogger explores Chania in October

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 140,000
• Instagram: 72,900
• Facebook: 14,890
“Not to mention that we had a chance to meet new people
and make new friends. It was a precious and priceless
experience, which I will remember for a very, very long
time."

Read the blog post
Following the October’s group Blogtrotters visit to Chania, Polish
blogger, Alex Jaskolowska, posted an extensive blogpost promoting
Chania as an ideal autumnal destination for travellers who seek locals’
authenticity combined with rich culinary options and many outdoor
activities also supported through her numerous social media posts.

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT GROUP MEDIA VISIT
KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN
German blogger explains how Crete is synonymous with hospitality

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 88,020
• Instagram: 29,700
• Facebook: 25,167

Read the blog post

German blogger, Natalie Wolf, published an extensive blog post
promoting autumnal Chania, as an ideal off-season destination,
offering authentic experiences and local delicacies to taste, while
she also posted on her social media. The blogger emphasized on the
locals’ warm hospitality and the rich variety of local products.

“Hospitality is very important on the island! You are always greeted with a warm smile on your lips. The visit to
The Olive Farm at the foot of the White Mountains was my personal highlight and I was once again able to
experience an incredibly impressive hospitality.”

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE –VISIT
GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
German blogger lists 10 reasons for visiting Crete in 2019
COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 47,000
• Instagram: 52,300
• Facebook: 11,964
• Twitter: 4,055
Following her participation in the Chania group
Blogtrotters trip, prominent German travel blogger, Lina
Mallon, published an extended feature, listing 10 good
reasons why Crete should be included in every visitor’s
wish-list for 2019. During and after the trip Lina also
posted heavily on Instagram.

Read the blog post

“The Cretans are proud of their island, their culture and, above all, their acquired
independence, their community. Instead of protecting them from tourists, they share
them, tell stories about themselves, rejoice over every ‘request’ or ‘thank you’ that you
say in their language.”

CHANIA
GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE –VISIT
GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
UK blogger highlights culinary adventures of Chania

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 32,000

Well established UK travel and adventure
blogger, David Brett, who also
participated in the group Blogtrotters trip,
pins Chania among the must-visit
destinations on his extensive blogpost,
full of stunning landscapes to admire, rich
culinary paths to follow, and authentic
people to meet. He also published a 7minute video on his Youtube channel, in
which he presents the range of culinary
and adventurous experiences in Chania.

Read the blog post

Watch the video

“Start off by driving off road up to the heart of the White
Mountains, which offers the best panoramic view of Chania from
above.”

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP

Blogtrotters also hosted a multi-market group
digital influencer trip to Tinos for the annual
Tinos Food Paths initiative. Food bloggers,
vloggers and Instagrammers from Germany,
the UK, France and Poland participated in the
trip, the highlight of Blogtrotters 2018. They
came away with a deep understanding of why
gastronomy is such an integral part of the
island’s culture. The influencers published
posts on their blogs and on their social media
accounts.

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Polish food blogger uncovers ultimate foodie destination
COVERAGE
• UVM: 210,00
• Instagram: 10,200
• Facebook: 39,400

Read the blog post
Read the blog post

Polish food blogger, Edyta Kusinska, published three blog posts in
total about how she fell in love with the island. One describing the
island as the ultimate foodie destination, one especially on her visit to
Pyrgos village and a third focusing on Tinian architecture but also on
its beaches and towns while she also posted on her social media.
“The Tinos Food Paths festival promotes culinary traditions that are deeply
rooted in the island's DNA. Tinos offers a wealth of flavours: dried tomatoes,
eggplant, cheese, sausages, omelette with potatoes, sausages and onions,
cured meats ... The island produces wines and even beer!”

Read the blog post

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
UK blogger praises effort to promote Tinian gastronomy

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 136,840

Read blog post 1

Read blog post 2

“What is remarkable about Tinos Food paths is the entire
movement is voluntary, with people giving of their time, expertise,
food, skills and equipment, because they love their island, its food
and culture. It is a movement that I’d love to see spread across the
sea from Tinos to other communities.

Influential UK food blogger Helen
Best-Shaw published two blog posts
following the Tinos Food Paths
Blogtrotters group trip. In the first
one she referred to the charcuterie
and cheese producers she met, the
island’s dovecotes and the revival of
Tinos’ wines while the second
focused on a recreation of a
traditional beetroot salad she
sampled on Tinos, adapting it to
ingredients available in the UK.

TINOS
FOODNORTHERN
PATHS – GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT VISIT
UNKNOWN
GREECE
– GERMAN MEDIA
Prominent UK food blogger describes Tinian beauty

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 136,840
• Instagram: 55,000
“Tinos is one of the lesser known Greek
Islands, with pretty villages, deep blue seas,
amazing food, and a tradition of art and
culture. Τhis Cycladian island is a must visit.”

Read the blog post
Following her earlier blog posts about Tinos Food Paths, Helen Shaw published a third post about Tinos,
showcasing the various experiences a visitor can enjoy on this unknown Cycladic island. The blogger
focused on going hiking, village-hopping and on a boat tour, as well as visiting the beautiful dovecotes
linked with the island’s culture and traditions and learning about the famous marble sculptors that lived
and thrived on the island. She also shared her experience on her Instagram page during and after the trip.

TINOS
FOODNORTHERN
PATHS – GROUP
BLOGTROTTERS
VISIT VISIT
UNKNOWN
GREECE
– GERMAN MEDIA
German blogger reveals Tinian gastronomy secrets

COVERAGE
• UVM: 135,000
• Instagram: 11,000
German food blogger Bianca Murphy
published her blogpost and posted on
her social media presenting her
experiences from participating in the
Tinos Food Festival during the group
Blogger visit to the island. She
describes being blown away by the
local gastronomy as well as the island’s
hospitality.
“What makes Tinos so special is how people live and eat on it, right from my first sunny day on the island: I want to
return and know more and more about Tinos“.

Read the blog post

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
French food blogger pins Tinos among top culinary destinations

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 450,000
• Facebook: 100,373
• Instagram: 13,032

Read blog post

Further to his participation in Tinos Food Paths group trip, leading
French food blogger, Bernard Laurence published an extensive
feature describing in details this unique culinary festival and how a
whole island comes together under a common goal, which is to
showcase their rich gastronomy culture. During the trip he also
shared his first hand experience through his social media.

Of all the culinary trips I've made, and there are already a lot of them, the Tinos will remain engraved as one of the
most incredible. For the food of course, but especially for all the people who took part and who did everything to
prepare us the best dishes possible.

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
German vegan food blogger brings Tinian food in her kitchen

COVERAGE
• UVM: 120,000
German vegetarian blogger Mirja Hoechst
participated in the trip and published a blogpost as
well as a 2.5minutes video presenting her unique
experience in Tinos Food Paths group trip. She
showcased that even a vegan can enjoy the
stunning gastronomy of the island offering a big
variety of choices and local specialties.

Read the blog post

View the video

“What is Tinos Foodpaths for you? "One of the volunteers
asked me on the last evening of my trip. "Actually, I
thought it was just a food festival," was my honest
answer. "But then it was so much more than that!"

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
German food blogger throws focus on vegetarian dishes
COVERAGE
• UVM: 120,000
• Instagram: 11,300
The well-known German vegetarian blogger
accompanied by the TV presenter Glatz Jens also
posted on social media during and after the trip,
showing that the choices for vegetarians on Tinos
are widespread.

TINOS FOOD PATHS – GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
German food blogger delves into island delights

COVERAGE
• UVM: 52,000
• Instagram: 4,300
German food blogger Melanie
Bulm shared her view of the
island’s rich gastronomy and
the warm hospitality of the
locals.

Read the blog post

“The members of the island's
#tinosfoodpaths initiative work
voluntarily with a great deal of
personal effort to preserve the
island’s culinary culture and allow
visitors to experience it. And they
are doing a fabulous job!”

MAINLAND – BLOGTROTTERS TRIPS

PELOPONNESE
ROAD
– FRENCH BLOGGER
SPANISH GROUP
TRIPTRIP
– BLOGTROTTERS
2018 VISIT
Prominent travel blogger reveals the hidden gems of the Peloponnese

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 95,880
• Facebook: 10,516
• Twitter: 4,856

“The road we take today, between Nafplio (starting point) and
Monemvasia (point of arrival) will reveal the other side of Greece - made
of mountains, stones and isolation”.

Read the blog post

French travel blogger, Julie Hann, one of the administrators of
popular French blog Trace-ta-route.com , posted an extensive blog
post detailing the experiences she had the opportunity to live during
her 10-day road trip in the Peloponnese. Ahead of her blog post she
shared the experiences from her visit to Nafplio, Monemvasia,
Mystras and Kythira, by posting numerous Instagram stories and on
Facebook.

UNFILTERED
PELION – GERMAN
UNKNOWN NORTHERN
GREECE BLOGGER
– GERMANVISIT
MEDIA VISIT
German blogger highlights ‘real travel’ in Pelion

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 47,000
Lina Mallon published a blogpost about Pelion, following her
road trip in October 2017. In the story, she describes how
impressed she was by the region’s natural landscapes, amazing
beaches, picturesque villages. She places emphasis on the rich
culinary treasures of the region.
"Not only because of the picturesque landscape, the long serpentines
and deciduous woods, the magical sunsets or lonely bays, simply
because the region proves that Greece can do so much more than mass
tourism on Santorini or Mykonos (and that's not supposed to be a diss
on these two beautiful islands! ) - but here tourism is still in order, still
real travel, enjoyment and individual experience."

Read the blog post

INSPIRING
– FRENCH BLOGGER
VISIT
ATHENS IN THESSALY
DEPTH – CANADIAN
BROADCAST
TRIP
French blogger falls for autumnal mainland landscapes

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 16,300
• Facebook: 9,635
• Twitter: 5,456

Watch the Twitter video here
French travel blogger, Laetitia Benvenuti, enjoyed a road trip to
Thessaly and Meteora. Ahead of her blog post, she published
Instagram posts and stories as well as a video on Twitter
describing how charming Greece is in the autumn and the
breathtaking landscapes she had the opportunity to explore in
Trikala, Pertouli, Elati and Meteora.
“Thessaly, this region located in the center: another face of the country, more mountainous, suitable for hiking but
also climbing. By visiting it in this season, you enjoy the autumnal colors and the calm because tourists are rare."

MAGNIFICENT
METEORAGREECE
– GERMAN
BLOGGER
VISITVISIT
UNKNOWN NORTHERN
– GERMAN
MEDIA
German blogger amazed by landmark’s fairytale beauty

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 7,200
• Instagram: 12,600
• Facebook: 2,634

German travel blogger, Annika Ziehen, following her visit, published
an extensive feature on her blog, focusing to the unique rocks of
Meteora, and the numerous idyllic monasteries located there,
promoting Meteora as an ideal destination for hikers, climbers and
for those interested in religion and history. During her trip she also
shared her experience through social media posts.

Read the blog post

“I don't know where I first saw pictures or heard of Meteora. But as soon as I
did I knew I wanted to visit, if only because it looked like a fairytale: hundreds
of incredible high rocks, isolated monasteries and untouched nature. In short the perfect backdrop for adventures."

ISLANDS – BLOGTROTTERS TRIPS

SANTORINI – POLISH BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Blogger concludes island exploration with taste of Santorini
COVERAGE
• UVM: 210,00
• Instagram: 10,200
• Facebook: 39,400

Following her participation to Tinos Food
Paths, Polish food blogger Edyta Kusinska
visited Santorini and published a blog post
on the island’s architecture, villages and
local products.
“Santorini was at the top of our list of places to
see for a good four years. We tried to go to this
island every year, but something always stood
in the way. Finally we succeeded! And we are
extremely happy because it was beautiful“

Read the blog post

NORTH AEGEAN ISLANDS – POLISH BLOGGER TRIP
Lesvos & Chios from a family & travel blogger perspective

COVERAGE
• UVM: 202,000
• Facebook: 195,171
• Instagram: 24,200
Top tier family, food & travel Polish blogger Natalia
Sitarska visited Lesvos & Chios with her family and
found out all the reason why these islands are ideal for
family vacations and a gastronomy paradise, which she
later on described on a blogpost. While on Chios she
published a first blogpost, having been captivated by
the beauty and unique architecture of Pyrgi village.

Read the blog post

Read the blog post

“At the beginning, I just wanted to upload photos from Pyrgi on
Facebook, and then describe them in the post about Chios. But
then I decided that Facebook is fleeting, and you must find out
about Pyrgi. It is a town that probably would have survived the
siege of tourists if it were on another Greek island or in a more
tourist area than Chios.”

IKARIAN TRANQUILITY – GERMAN BLOGGER TRIP
Lifestyle blogger presents the unique side of the Ikaria
COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 160,000
• Facebook : 109,536
• Instagram: 30,500
High-end German lifestyle blogger
visited Ikaria, made numerous social
media posts on Instagram presenting
the beauty and the secrets of Blue Zone
island, while published an extended
story giving 7 tips of what to enjoy on
the island among which gastronomy,
hiking trails and surfing lessons.

Read blog post

“It reminds me of a beautiful time in a
unique landscape. Fig trees on the roadside,
warm pine trees next to the beach, pink
oleander in the mountains and the smell of
fresh tarragon.”

BEAUTIFUL
– GERMAN
BLOGGER
VISITMEDIA VISIT
UNKNOWNCRETE
NORTHERN
GREECE
– GERMAN
Seven reasons to discover the best of Crete

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 143,000
Prominent German travel blogger Annika
Ziehen published an extensive feature
listing 7 reasons to visit Crete, which she
describes as an ideal destination, full of
local delicacies to taste, extreme sports to
undertake and dazzling natural beauty to
discover.

Read the blog post

“Crete is different and proudly so. Independence
is actually a topic for Cretans and as per usual in
these situations, it is an iffy one. While the
ocean is just as clear, the landscape is more
rugged, a little bit wilder and the stubborn
Cretan goats have no problem to take a nap in
the middle of the road.”

BEAUTIFUL
– GERMAN
BLOGGER
VISITMEDIA VISIT
UNKNOWNCRETE
NORTHERN
GREECE
– GERMAN
German blogger discovers alternative side of Chania

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 12,600
• Facebook: 2,634

“Crete is different to the
rest of Greece. And not that
Greece is not that lovely,
but that difference is quite
wonderful."

German travel blogger, Annika Ziehen, ahead of her blog post on leading German travel blogs, The
Midnight Blue Elephant and Travelettes, she posted on her social media focusing on the lovely beaches,
the bright sun and the culinary traditions of the island.

BEAUTIFUL
KYTHIRA
BLOGGER2018
VISIT
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP– –FRENCH
BLOGTROTTERS
French blogger is impressed by Aphrodite’s island

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 95,880
• Facebook: 10,515
• Twitter: 4,856

Following her 10-day road trip in the Peloponnese popular French blog
Trace-ta-route.com published a second blog post, featuring magical
Kythira. She described the experience of following a wonderful hiking
tour on a trail connecting the island’s 64 villages and the rich vegetation
and beautiful landscapes she encountered. She also prepared traditional
local delicacies.

Read the blog post

“Whoever loves Greece must love the sea and boat trips! Ours barely lasts 1h15
but it was time enough to see the continent move away to join the magic of an
enclosed and miniature territory that forms an island. I love small islands. They
reassure me and intrigue me”.

CULINARY
SIFNOS
– POLISH BLOGGER
KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN VISIT
GROUP MEDIA VISIT
Polish blogger endorses “tselementes” mentality

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM : 80,000
• Instagram: 8,058
• Facebook: 5,639
Famous Polish travel & food blogger
introduces Sifnos’ rich Sifnian
gastronomy and the beauty of the
island to the Polish market, through
an extensive feature, emphasizing on
local recipes and the island’s
connection with the famous Greek
“Tselementes” cookbook.

Read the blog post
“Sifnos hosts the largest Cycladic Gastronomy Festival. Looking at the rich culinary traditions of the island and the heart
that local chefs put into prepared dishes, you can safely call Sifnos one of the tastiest corners of the Cyclades.”

INCREDIBLE
– POLISH GERMAN
BLOGGERGROUP
VISIT MEDIA VISIT
KARPATHOS MILOS
EXPLORATION–
Dazzled by the rocky landscapes & culinary treasures

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM : 80,000
• Instagram: 8,058
• Facebook: 5,639

Watch the video
“Sarakiniko beach is said to be one of the
most photographed places in the
Cyclades. The sand is completely
irrelevant on it. Most beautiful are the
rocks that surround a small beach and a
narrow bay that breaks into the land.”

Read the blog post

Read the blog post

Next stop was Milos, and the blogger published a first extensive feature about the amazing island’s rocky
beaches, focusing exclusively on impressive Sarakiniko in beautiful vlog. On her second blog, post she
described Milos as a culinary paradise, providing a fully-detailed culinary guide to the island.

PAROS & SANTORINI – GERMAN BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
German travel blogger finds action on popular Paros

COVERAGE
• UVM: 60,000
• Instagram: 34,000

Read the blog post
German travel blogger Jana Zieseniß published a
blog post on Paros focused on active experiences,
like hiking and diving, as well as wine tasting,
following her visit. She also posted on her social
media featuring Antiparos and Santorini,
recommending a visit off season.
“Take some pretty white villages like those on Santorini, a pinch of nightlife and hipster shops like those on Mykonos
and combine it with a hilly island interior that invites you to hike, beautiful coves and some really cool surfing and
diving spots. Out comes Paros, probably the most diverse of the Cyclades islands. Paros has a bit of everything”

MAGICAL
SANTORINI
– GERMAN
BLOGGER
VISIT
KARPATHOS
EXPLORATION–
GERMAN
GROUP
MEDIA VISIT
German blogger presents a must-visit list for volcanic island

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 60,000
• YouTube: 3,000
German travel blogger Jana Zieseniß, also posted an extensive blogpost,
showcasing a Santorini Travel Guide, including best tips for places to visit
and photo spots, avoiding at the same time the over crowded places.
Apart from the blogpost, the blogger published a 12-minute vlog
highlighting the activities she experienced in Paros, Antiparos and
Santorini, showing her audience the reasons these destinations are worth
a visit.

Read the blog post
Watch the YouTube video

“I don't think I'm leaning too far out of the window when I say Santorini is perhaps
the most beautiful island in Europe. In my little Santorini Travel Guide I tell you when
you should visit the volcano island, how to get from A to B, which are the most
beautiful beaches and where you can spend the night and how to avoid the tourist
crowds as much as possible.”

TASTY
CORFU
– UK BLOGGERS
VISIT
UNKNOWN
NORTHERN
GREECE
– GERMAN MEDIA VISIT
UK food bloggers eat their way through Corfu

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 54,226
• Twitter: 48,700
• Instagram: 26,000
• Instagram: 17,400

Read the blog post

Well known UK travel and food blogging couple,
Tom and Meagen, visited Corfu in order to
explore the rich gastronomic treasures that the
island reveals to its visitors, sampling traditional
Corfiot recipes and local wine, and enjoying a
farm-to-table dining experience. Apart from their
mouthwatering social media posts, the bloggers
published an extensive blog post, providing a
must-visit list for foodies.

“Eating well is inevitable in Corfu. The Mediterranean diet is alive and well and in Corfu you’ll find fresh ingredients
combined to make everything from traditional Greek dishes like Moussaka, to the island’s traditional food like
Pastissada and Sofrito.”

IDYLLIC RHODES– GERMAN BLOGGER TRIP
An ideal destination for family vacations

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 30,000
• Instragram: 4,464

Read blog post

Read blog post

Read blog post

German family travel blogger Sabine
Schwaighofer following her visit to
Rhodes, published three different
stories presenting hidden tips for the
destination, highlighting that is ideal
for families while offering delicious
local tastes, numerous cultural
locations and stunning deal blue
beaches. Ahead of her blogposts she
also posted heavily on her Instagram
page.

“The most beautiful is the old town in the early morning. The light is especially nice for photos, it is still cool and not
very busy. Or in the evening, when it gradually gets dark and creates a special atmosphere, open the taverns and bars
and fill the seats with people.”

IDYLLIC NAXOS – POLISH BLOGGER TRIP
Polish travel blogger falls in love with Naxos

COVERAGE
• UVM: 30,000
• Instagram: 37,000

Read the blog post

Polish travel blogger Agnieszka
Trolese visited Naxos and was
impressed by the positive
energy of the island and the
constantly changing landscapes
that will fascinate even the most
demanding visitor, as detailed
on her blogpost and social
media posts.

“When I first learned that I would go to the island of Naxos, I jumped for joy. How can you not enjoy it when you travel
to the sunniest country in Europe (in Greece there are more than 250 sunny days a year).”

STUNNING KEFALONIA– POLISH BLOGGER TRIP
Polish food & travel blogger fascinated by Kefalonia

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 27,000
• Instagram: 7,250

Read the blog post

Read the blog post

Read the blog post

Polish food & travel blogger Marta Glinka
visited Ionian islands, with a first stop in
Kefalonia, falling in love with the amazing
landscapes and diversity of the island. She
published three articles, one on the
destination and two on Kefalonia’s famed
gastronomy, listing the 10 most tasteful
dishes offered on the island, combined with
numerous posts on her Instagram account.
“If you are looking for a place where it is a bit
calmer and you will not be in a crowd of tourists
all the time, then this island is created for you.”

BEAUTIFUL
– POLISH GERMAN
BLOGGER GROUP
VISIT MEDIA VISIT
KARPATHOSCORFU
EXPLORATION–
Polish blogger digs into Corfu’s landscapes and culinary treasures

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 27,000
• Instagram: 7,250
Αpart from Kefalonia, Marta visited
Corfu and published two blog posts,
one on promoting the island as an
ideal summer destination, presenting
an indicative itinerary for visitors and
one on the culinary treasures of the
island, by presenting a list of the 10
best places to eat, from traditional
restaurants to recently opened
Read the blog post Read the blog post
modern eateries. Ahead of her
“Corfu is one of the Greek islands most visited by tourists. It is blogposts on Corfu she made several
mountainous and green, with beautiful beaches and amazing views.
food-related social media posts.
Foodies will delight in the olive groves, vineyards, exotic kumquats and
excellent cuisine with Greek and Venetian influences”

PHOTOGENIC TINOS – GERMAN BLOGGER TRIP
German blogger fascinated by the island of Virgin Mary

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 27,000
• Instagram: 26,800
• Facebook: 8,459

German travel blogger visited Tinos
and Andros and discovered the
hidden gems of both destinations. In
her blogpost on Tinos highlights, she
praises the beauty of the stone built
villages and the local gastronomy.

Read the blog post

“Although it is hardly possible to visit all 65 villages in Tinos, you should put as many
on your list as possible. Because each has its own charm and inspires with its very
individual character”.

GREEN ANDROS – GERMAN BLOGGER TRIP
Next stop the undiscovered by mass tourism island

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 27,000
• Instagram: 26,800
• Facebook: 8,459
Second stop for the blogger,
Andros, an island greener
than any other Cycladic
island, an island ideal for
explorers as she features on
her blog and social media
posts.

Read the blog post

“An island that will conquer
your heart in no time with its
Venetian
relics, untouched
beaches and countless hiking
trails along rippling springs and
idyllic villages.”

MILOS FOR VEGANS – VLOGGER-BLOGGER TRIP
UK health & fitness influencers bring island flavours to life

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 15,000
• YouTube: 61,000
• Instagram: 227,000
• Facebook: 11,942
• Twitter: 23,100

Prominent UK health, fitness and lifestyle digital influencers
Zanna Van Dijk and Stephanie Elswood, known as Healthy Chef
Steph, showed their followers how to spend a healthy holiday on
Milos through real-time social media posts followed by a blog post
guide and a vlog, sampling vegan dishes made with local produce
and staying fit with hiking, swimming and yoga.

Read the blog post
View vlog

“Releasing our inner Chef’s 👩🍳👩 We have spent our morning cooking up a
mean authentic Greek spread of vegan goodness”

IDYLLIC
- SPANISH
BLOGGER VISIT2018
SPANISHCORFU
GROUP
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
Famous Spanish influencer visits magical Corfu

COVERAGE
• Youtube: 101,931
• Instagram: 1,000,000

Spanish
top
tier
model
and
instagrammer Sergio Caravel visited
Corfu and experienced local tastes,
discovering the beautiful landscape and
presenting to his audience his island
experiences through instagram stories
and numerous posts.

IDYLLIC
- SPANISH
BLOGGER VISIT2018
SPANISHCORFU
GROUP
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
Spanish Youtuber promotes Corfu’s lifestyle

COVERAGE
• Youtube: 988.121
• Instagram: 116,000
Spanish Youtuber Joel Subirats visited
Corfu and was amazed by the local
hospitality, gastronomy and the incredible
beaches. Ahead of the YouTube video
publication, he posted several instastories
and posts presenting the experiences on
the beautiful island.

ALTERNATIVE
RHODES – GREECE
US BLOGGERS
VISITMEDIA VISIT
UNKNOWN NORTHERN
– GERMAN
Luxury travel bloggers praise the unique Rhodian beauty
COVERAGE
• Instagram: 191,000
• Twitter: 33,000
• Facebook: 11,969

Amsterdam-based US luxury travel
blogger couple “No Destinations”
visited Rhodes. Ahead of their
publications, they made numerous
social media posts, featuring the
wonderful Old Town of Rhodes, the
beautiful beaches, and the local
gastronomy. At the same time, they
promoted the island as an ideal luxury
and family destination.

ADVENTUROUS
CYCLADES – CANADIAN
BLOGGER
VISIT
KARPATHOS EXPLORATION–
GERMAN GROUP
MEDIA
VISIT
Canadian blogger enjoys off-season Paros and Naxos

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 13,000
• Instagram: 190,000
• Facebook: 6,162
• Twitter: 3,486

Read the blog post

Canadian travel & lifestyle blogger Bella
Buchiotti published three blog posts, following
her visit to Paros and Naxos, one praising both
islands’ diverse landscapes, outdoor activities
and culinary treasures, and one detailed for each
island’s treasures. She also shared her
experiences with her followers on social media.

Read Naxos blog post

Read Paros blog post

"I enjoyed Naxos because it was relaxing, making it a great
place to stay if you want to disconnect and recharge”.

ADVENTUROUS CYCLADES – CANADIAN BLOGGER VISIT
Paros & Naxos are highly promoted through social media
COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 13,000
• Instagram: 190,000
• Facebook: 6,162
• Twitter: 3,486
Apart from her extensive blogposts, Bella
published numerous photos of both destination
on her Social Media accounts too. She also
prepared and published a fascinating six-minute
YouTube video, depicting her experiences on both
islands.
"This photo is from a sunset sail on our first night in Naxos,
Greece. A trip with so much good food + beautiful sights
that I will never forget”

Watch the YouTube video

MILOS FOR VEGANS – VLOGGER-BLOGGER TRIP
UK Instagrammer-vlogger taps into island’s rare energy

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 179,000
• Twitter: 7,195

View Instagram video
“I couldn’t recommend Milos as a holiday destination more! There is SO much
to do there and it is buzzing with personality and culture!”

Stephanie published real-time
social media posts
on
Instagram
and
Twitter
revealing moments of her trip
to Milos, including swimming
in sea caves and a sunset yoga
class. She published a
highlights video on Instagram
and Twitter, ahead of a vlog to
be posted on YouTube.

SERIFOS & SIFNOS – GERMAN BLOGGER TRIP
Lifestyle blogger presents the alternative side of both islands

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 177,000
High-end German lifestyle blogger
Masha Sedgwick visited Serifos &
Sifnos and made numerous social
media
posts
on
Instagram
presenting the beauty and the
secrets of the Cycladic islands to her
followers.
“Welcome to a fascinating country
and a beautiful new trip with my
partner in crime @theresakaindl. I
can’t wait to share all my impressions
with you and take to some beautiful
spots”.

IDYLLIC
- SPANISH
BLOGGER VISIT2018
SPANISHCORFU
GROUP
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
Spanish Olympic Athlete gets surprised by island’s landscapes

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 102,000

Natalia Timofeeva, a prominent athlete
of the Spanish Olympic team, visited
Corfu, and was impressed by the
positive energy of the island and the
constantly changing landscapes that
will fascinate even the most demanding
visitor. She posted a series of Instagram
posts and stories, mostly featuring
beaches and famous Corfu’s dishes.

MAGNIFICENT
CYCLADES
– GERMAN BLOGGER
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
2018 VISIT
German blogger explores Sifnos & Serifos diversities

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 73,000

German travel and lifestyle
blogger Francesca Lesch (Franelle)
visited the beautiful Cycladic
islands of Serifos and Sifnos and
explored both islands’ amazing
beaches and unique landscapes,
tasting local products while
enjoyed cooking classes. During
her visit she shared her
experiences on her Instagram
page.

MAGNIFICENT
CYCLADES–GERMAN
BLOGGER
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
2018 VISIT
German blogger amazed by Sifnos and Serifos beauty

COVERAGE
• Instagram: 32,000
German travel and lifestyle blogger
Alix Melissa Rehse (It’s Alix) also
visited Sifnos & Serifos and posted
several instastories and posts ahead
of her publication, presenting the
amazing
beaches,
traditional
restaurants and natural landscapes of
both islands.

INFLUENTIAL
SANTORINI – GERMAN
VISIT VISIT
KARPATHOS EXPLORATION–
GERMANBLOGGERS
GROUP MEDIA
Romantic gateway to Aegean landmark island

COVERAGE (Total)
• Instagram:16,742
• Facebook: 20,933

Following their Athens gastronomy
visit, the two German bloggers
visited Santorini, and they posted
many photos on both Instagram
accounts, promoting the amazing
view they enjoyed in numerous
island’s spots, the picturesque alleys,
and local delicacies.

GROUP CRUISE TRIPS – BLOGTROTTERS 2018
Fifteen lifestyle bloggers enjoy 7-day island Aegean cruise

Fifteen travel & lifestyle digital influencers from the German French, the UK and Spanish markets
participated in separate seven-day Aegean island-hopping cruise with Celestyal Cruises from early May to
mid-July. Throughout the separate group trips, the influencers posted frequently on their social media
channels, revealing cultural and culinary highlights at each destination, namely Mykonos, Milos, Santorini,
Samos and Crete.

CELESTYAL
– FRENCHGERMAN
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
KARPATHOSCRUISES
EXPLORATION–
GROUP MEDIA VISIT
French lifestyle blogger cruises in the Aegean sea

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 30,000
• Instagram : 146,382
• Facebook : 23,325
• Twitter: 16,500

Read the blog post
French fashion and lifestyle blogger Pauline Privez, who participated in the 7-day Celestyal Cruises trip,
posted an extensive blog post, highlighting the beautiful locations she visited during her cruise,
including Mykonos, Milos, Santorini, Heraklion and Samos. During her trip she also shared her
experiences on her social media.
“This light, these immaculate white paintings, the touches of colors of the doors and shutters in painted wood, these
flamboyant bougainvilleas ... SUBLIME!”

CELESTYAL CRUISES – FRENCH GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
French vlogger finds cruise the ideal way to explore the Aegean islands

Watch the vlog
Read the blog post

COVERAGE
• UVM: 50,000
• YouTube: 93,884
Social media
• Instagram: 246,852

“Cruising around these islands is a very practical
and fast way to see a maximum of things in a short
time. You can organize your own road trip and take
a boat between each island. But you waste time
every time we sail at night. That's the big strength.
You save a lot of meals and you can also choose
excursions.”

French lifestyle blogger Margot Cirou, who participated in the French group cruise in the Aegean islands
in May, published a vlog and a blog post on her experience, highlighting the charm of each destination
and the convenience that a cruise offers to the passengers in exploring various destination in a short
period of time. During her trip she shared her experiences on the different islands emphasizing on Greek
cuisine, through social media posts.

CELESTYAL CRUISES – FRENCH GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
French blogger explores Aegean with Celestyal Cruises

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 25,000
• Instagram: 53,800
• Facebook: 2,957

Further to his participation in the 7days cruise trip to the Aegean islands,
French lifestyle and travel blogger, Nicolas Plasmondon of
Lepetitfrancais.com published an extensive blog post describing his cruise
trip and highlighting the most significate experiences from each island
such as the visit at Delos island, Sarakiniko beach in Milos, black sand
beach at Kamari, etc. While on cruise he also shared his experience
through social media.
The hour of the aperitif arriving we made a stop on the way back to the restaurant
Kivotos, we tasted local dishes including Koufeto a dessert made of cottage cheese,
almonds, pickles and honey. Make a stop if the opportunity arises because the
place is worth seeing.

Read blog post

CELESTYAL CRUISES – GERMAN GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Travel blogger couple discovers Aegean islands

Read Milos blog post

Read Mykonos blog post
Read Delos blog post
“The new route includes the destinations
Mykonos, Milos, Santorini and Crete - in short:
the highlights of the eastern Mediterranean, of
which we have already seen many pictures
posted by other bloggers on Instagram and
Facebook. The anticipation”

Read the Celestyal Cruises blog post

Following their participation on the 7-day cruise, German travel blogger couple Michael and Sandra
published 4 blogposts presenting their island overall hopping experience and detailed stories on Milos
beaches, Mykonos fairytale windmills and Delos ancient city. During the cruise they laso shared their
experiences through social media posts.

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– GERMAN
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
GERMAN GROUP
TRIP
– BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Travel blogger presents to his audience 5 Greek isles

COVERAGE
• UVM: 35,000

Read Santorini blog post 1 Read Knossos blog post

Read Santorini blog post 2

Read Heraklion blog post

Read Ephesos blog
post

Read Santorini blog post 3

“Our most beautiful photo on the entire palace grounds was the reconstructed north entrance to the palace
grounds. Of course, you never know exactly if the entrance may have looked like this, but the building still
impressed us. Especially in the great weather, the colors have shone very nicely.”

The travel blogger couple after the end of the cruise, published 6 additional blogposts presenting the
alternative sides of Santorini, the archaeological beauty of Knossos and Heraklion, and the enduring
history of Ephesos.

CELESTYAL CRUISES – GERMAN GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Blogger outlines ease of visiting islands by cruise ship

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 20,000
• Instagram: 102,000

German travel blogger Alex Seifert published a blog post on her
experience of the cruise, describing it as unforgettable. During
island visits she also shared her experiences on social media,
zooming into Mykonos and Samos.

Read the blog post

“For everyone and every age I can recommend the Greek islands BY
HEART as the perfect holidays! Dance the night away in Mykonos,
watch sunsets in Santorini, relax in Crete and Milos – you will love it!”

CELESTYAL CRUISES – GERMAN GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Travel blogger finds new favourite destinations in Greece

COVERAGE
Social media
• Instagram: 51,100
• UVM: 17,000
Amandine, a French Travel blogger living in Berlin, published a blog
post detailed her cruise experience, desgnifying Milos as her
absolute favourite island , followed by Samos. She also shared her
island cruise experience live on social media.
“Milos, my favourite island on the itinerary, with its amazing lunar
landscape and Samos, close to the border of Turkey. An island that
reminded me more of Italy or Croatia than the typical white islands of
Greece but no less beautiful or charming. On Samos, you will want to
taste the local wine, as it is one of the best wines in Greece”

Read the blog post

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– GERMAN
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
GERMAN GROUP
TRIP
– BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Fashion & lifestyle blogger amazed by Aegean islands
COVERAGE
Social media
• Instagram: 148,000
“Another stop on our itinerary was Milos, the little known
Greek island, compared to the neighboring Santorini and
Mykonos, but the one that impressed me the most. If you
want an authentic Greek experience with less tourist crowds,
I couldn't recommend it enough”.
German lifestyle and fashion blogger Beatrice Gutu, who
participated in the German 7-day Celestyal Cruises trip,
posted an extensive blog post, highlighting the beautiful
islands she visited during her cruise, including Mykonos,
Santorini, Milos, Crete and Samos. She also published her
blogpost in her brand new blog, Dept.43.com. While on
cruise she also shared her experiences on her social media.

Read the blog post in The
Fashion Cuisine Blog

Read the blog post in The
Dept.43 Blog

CELESTYAL CRUISES – UK GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Blogger publishes 8 blog posts on key highlights and cruise

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 140,000
• Instagram: 34,500
• Twitter: 5,256
• Facebook: 3,795

Read blog post 1
Read blog post 2
Read blog post 3
Read blog post 4

Read blog post 5
Read blog post 6
Read blog post 7
Read blog post 8

View Instagram video

UK travel blogger Sophie Nadeau, of Solo Sophie, published social media posts throughout the cruise
and eight blog posts focusing on her favourite attractions, including Milos’ Mandrakia, a Santorini
bookstore, and Mykonos’ Little Venice. She also published a highlights video on Instagram.
“Spent every minute discovering new experiences, seeing oodles of living history, and eating my weight in
delicious food!”

CELESTYAL CRUISES – UK GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Influencer posts vlogs and blog posts on Aegean islands

Read blog post 1
Read blog post 2
View vlog 1
View vlog 2

View vlog 3
View vlog 4
View vlog 5
View vlog 6

COVERAGE
• YouTube: 92,000
• Blog UVM: 30,000
• Instagram: 17,800
• Twitter: 12,100

UK beauty and lifestyle blogger-vlogger Mikhila McDaid, of
Mikhila.com, published social media posts during the cruise, six vlogs
and two blog posts outlining her experience of visiting five Greek
islands via cruise ship.

“It’s the perfect way to dip your toe in travel with the safety and familiarity of ‘coming home’ each night and waking
up somewhere new!”

CELESTYAL CRUISES – UK GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Fashion & lifestyle blogger finds cruising a fun way to travel

COVERAGE
Social media
• Instagram: 18,300
• Twitter: 7,706
• Facebook: 2,723
“Cruising notoriously is
known for ‘older people’
but it is now becoming
popular amongst the
younger generation and I
totally see why!”

View Instagram video
UK beauty, fashion and lifestyle blogger-vlogger Simone Partner, of Eltoria, published social media
posts during the cruise ahead of blog and vlog coverage, and announced she may arrange her wedding
on Samos.

CELESTYAL
– UK GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
UK GROUP CRUISES
TRIP – BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Influencer shines spotlight on Samos through Insta video

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 5,000
• Instagram: 154,000
• Twitter: 4,471
• Facebook: 1,890

Read blog post
View Instagram video on Samos

View Instagram highlights video
UK travel blogger Penelope Bielckus, of The Flyaway Girl, relayed her experience of the cruise and the
islands via Instastories and Instagram posts. She published her first blog post, focusing on Samos,
which proved one of the group’s favourite destinations with almost all influencers planning a return
trip. Penelope also published a cruise highlights video and Samos video, both on Instagram.
“I am already planning my return to the beautiful island of Samos – there is so much more to explore of this
incredible island!”

CELESTYAL CRUISES – UK GROUP BLOGTROTTERS TRIP
Travel blogger amazed by his island-hopping experience

COVERAGE
• Blog UVM: 46,000
• Instagram: 45,500
• Twitter: 57,300
• Facebook: 11,001

Read island cruise blog post Read Samos blog post
Read Milos blog post
Read Santorini blog post
“Santorini is not all cascading white houses and blue-domed churches. Greece’s
most popular island also offers incredible landscape and delicious local wines!”

UK travel blogger Pedro Richardson, of Travel with Pedro, published four
travel blog posts, one for his overall cruising experience, one on Santorini’s
wine and beach life, a third post on Samos and another one on Milos must
visit spots. He also took his captive audience of social media followers
along for the cruise between the islands and published multiple
Instastories and Instagram posts – in English and Portuguese.

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– –SPANISH
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP
BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Travel blogging couple live the absolute romance in Mykonos

COVERAGE
Online
• UMV: 10,000

Social media
• Instagram: 29,637
• Facebook: 546
• YouTube: 286

Read blog post
Spanish travel blogging couple Sonja & John, of
Elmundoesmejorcontigo.com, published their first blogs on
Mykonos, Santorini and Milos following the Celestyal Cruises trip.
On the blog post dedicated to Mykonos, they describe in details
the experiences lived and especially the feelings created by
simple things like the sunset at Little Venice, a delicious meal, etc.
“Before the sun starts to fall, we arrive at the Mykonos Windmills area,
one of the most symbolic. They are in the Chora area, on a hill overlooking
the sea and little venice. In their origin they served to grind the grain of
the fields of the island, taking advantage of the strong winds of the zone,
although at the moment they are no longer in operation.”

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– –SPANISH
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP
BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Sonja & John found their paradise in Milos

COVERAGE
Online
• UMV: 10,000

Social media
• Instagram: 29,637
• Facebook: 546
• YouTube: 286

Sonja & John published a separate blog post on Milos,
where they explain the reasons why they consider Milos
an unexplored paradise, with secret beaches, hidden
caves, delicious food and locals who have a story to tell.
“We arrived at the amazing beach of Sarakiniko, we could not
imagine at first that this island had so much to offer, I have I have
already told John that I want to return to this island soon because
it has stolen my heart. Sculpted naturally by volcanic eruptions, it
seems that in a matter of seconds you have moved to a totally
lunar landscape”.

Read blog post

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– –SPANISH
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP
BLOGTROTTERS
2018
The Spanish couple raises its glass to Santorini wines

COVERAGE
Online
• UMV: 10,000

Social media
• Instagram: 29,637
• Facebook: 546
• YouTube: 286

On their third stop, Sonja & John, had the opportunity to spend
two days in the magnificent island of Santorini, and a lifetime
experience, as described. During their visit, they explored
Santorini’s cute back alleys, enjoyed the famous sunset and
enjoyed a private wine-tasting experience of famous Santorini
wines. Their blog posts on Samos and Heraklion will soon be
published.

Read blog post

“This island, and its contiguous islets, are today the rest of the caldera
of a volcano that exploded in the seventeenth century BC. Although its
population is small, it must be taken into account that it is a spectacular
stopover for dozens of holiday cruise ships and hundreds of sailboats
moored in its small coves, at the foot of its steep slopes or in the middle
of the natural anchorage formed by the sunken caldera of the ancient
volcano.”

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– –SPANISH
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP
BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Spanish IGer falls for the Greek islands
COVERAGE
• Instagram: 96,191

Spanish travel and lifestyle
IGer participated in the
Celestyal Cruises trip and
heavily posted on each
destination, triggering his
followers’ interest and
giving tips on hidden
treasures. Benji Thorpe
posted in total 115
instagram
posts
and
around 250 instagram
stories.

CELESTYAL
CRUISES
– –SPANISH
GROUP BLOGTROTTERS
TRIP
SPANISH GROUP
TRIP
BLOGTROTTERS
2018
Spanish travel & lifestyle blogger shares digital postcards of Greek islands

COVERAGE
Social media
• Instagram: 62,527
“Hello from #Greece! 🇬🇷
I am loving this experience and there is still much
ahead 😍 I didn’t know if I would like the idea of a
cruise but Greece is beautiful everywhere!

Spanish travel and lifestyle
blogger
Sara
Caballero
Navarette participated in the
7days Celestyal Cruises trip,
sharing her experience with her
followers through Instagram
posts and stories, ahead of her
blog posts.

